
These questions are based on  in the first four  of . Each answer starts
with the question’s designated letter (i.e. the answer to the “ ” riddle begins with “ ”, the

answer to “ ” begins with “ ”). Answers and sources are printed on the next page.

Part 1 Questions
Like , these people either
continued or stopped

 is compared to this

 refers to a collection of these When sifting through the sand, throw
away the  and keep these

We learn the praise of the  from
this aspect of their behavior

Substance normally transported by
Arabs

 refers to accepting these As the ,  wanted to save  to
avoid this

Means “prepare”  sent  from  to fulfill this
(double answer)

Phrase from  that indicates the
city of  is down rather than up

These kinds of events happen in 

This feature was similar on both 
and 

 was this type of person in her
father-in-law’s house

 means this according to Simple meaning of 

’s seal was on this piece of jewelry  experienced this instead of having
peace

 was afraid that pregnancy would
harm this feature of 

The  mistreated these people’s
children

’s 22-year absence was an  for
’s failure to perform this 

 was busy with this during the sale
of 



Part 1 Answers
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These questions are based on  in the last three  of . Each answer starts
with the question’s designated letter (i.e. the answer to the “ ” riddle begins with “ ”, the

answer to “ ” begins with “ ”). Answers and sources are printed on the next page.

Part 2 Questions
The wife of  misunderstood what
she saw in these

 for what flowered in the ’s
dream

 refers to this One opinion holds  was home to do
this (double answer)

The  allowed a pebble in this  is this kind of term for an 

The wife of  is compared to this
animal

 did this with his hair

The  and  were put in
jail to bring about this for 

Even  are commanded about this

These words connect the content of 
 with the content of 

Vessel with which the butler sinned
(double answer)

The  allowed this in the cup  was thrown into jail on this kind of
day for the 

The wife of  claimed this excuse
for staying home

These kinds of branches are used to
make baskets

The  knew ’s interpretation
was this because he also dreamt the
interpretation

 are called by this term, indicating
that they are not trustworthy

12 months is called this by the Both  and the wife of  had this
intention (double answer)

It is normal for the sellers of these to
put them in baskets

The wife of  articulated her
accusation about  while she was
involved in this with 



Part 2 Answers
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